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1. Introduction
  

Research regarding modern Wisconsin Heritage German shows a mixture of regional features 
unexpected in any one speaker or region of modern German-speaking Europe (Litty, Evans & Salmons 
2015). The question this raises is, how did this occur? A general answer suggested in previous research 
is that immigrants from German-speaking regions across Europe (Litty, Evans & Salmons 2015; Litty 
2017; Litty, Mercer & Salmons 2019) settled in close proximity in Wisconsin and some forms now 
recognized as regional or which were (or later became) stigmatized and then “educated” out of modern 
Standard High German (HG) speakers, followed a different trajectory in the American Midwest (Litty, 
Evans & Salmons 2015). These features are not mixed in a way typical of reallocation, but lost their 
regional ties and stigmas, or never became stigmatized. 

Social networks reflected in 19th-century letter collections can show where specific features 
originated, maintained, and eventually became integrated into the speech of modern Wisconsin Heritage 
German speakers, often multiple generations after immigration. This article highlights the first stage of 
that trajectory, namely which (if any) features can be identified in a standard HG letter collection 
originally from Lower Saxony and later found in Wisconsin.  

The frequency or strength of interaction between individuals and availability of features is 
determined by contact between individual speakers and language varieties. In bilingual communities, the 
complexity of an individual’s network can impact language choice (Zentella 1997). Drawing on a writer’s 
or recipient’s networks reduces the rigidity of former linguistic boundaries and shows language “as 
produced by individual language users, embedded in the social context in which these language users 
operate” (Auer et al. 2015: 7).  

For 19th century HG letter collections, recreated micro-level networks increase our understanding 
of features authors (and recipients) knew (of) and had available in their linguistic repertoires. I show how 
these networks expand our understanding of the transmission of linguistic features from speaker to 
speaker or from region to region.  
 
2. Data: Reedsburg Collection  
 

This collection is comprised of 99 documents (94 letters and 5 other papers) of the Mueller family, 
from the Reedsburg, Wisconsin area1, written between 1877 and 1934. Letters are addressed to Katharina 
Mueller (the Ego), with more than twenty-five authors from Lower Saxony and southern Wisconsin.  
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Katharina Mueller, nee Sprätz, was born in 1861 in Uelzen County, Lower Saxony. She immigrated 
to the United States in 1881 and married in 1884. Because she was twenty at the time of immigration, her 
formal education (if any) would have been completed prior to immigration and her linguistic repertoires 
solidified, meaning she took her already known German varieties with her.  

This analysis considers letters written by Katharina’s two sisters (ree03 and ree06) and her foster 
mother (ree01), metadata for which are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Author metadata for ree01, ree03, and ree06 

 ree01 ree03 ree06 Total/range 

Relationship to 
recipient 

self-described foster 
mother 

older stepsister younger half-sister  

Number of letters 
written 

20 11 8 39 

Time span 1884-1915 1877-1906 est. 1883-1884 (3) 
1910-1915 (5) 

1877-1915 

Length (number of 
words) 

233-1,444 186-958 347-742 186-1,444 

Total number of 
words 

16,770 5,608 4,013 26,391 

 
Thirty-nine letters written by the three authors from 1877-1915 total 26,391 words. The letters range 

in length from 186 to 1,444 words. The metadata shows only simplex connections between the recipient 
and authors. Before I describe how these origin locations are essential in determining which linguistic 
features were available or known to each of the writers and the Ego (4.0), I first turn to the necessity of 
extracting sociolinguistic metadata from the documents themselves. 
 
3. Content ‘mining’ the Reedsburg Collection  

 
Building on the Lauersdorfian principle of using all the tools in the historical sociolinguistic toolbox 

(Lauersdorf 2021), I analyze a collection of letters not only for their linguistic value and obvious 
metadata, but by content-mining, or simultaneously creating a small letter corpus and “data-mining” the 
letter content. I gather personal and linguistic data regarding each author and Ego. The Ego, the original 
recipient of the letters, serves as the default central “anchor” of each network (Milroy & Milroy 1992; 
Scott 1988). In social network theory, where the Ego is the center of a specific network hub, the recipient 
of each collection must be considered the main anchor in each network as all known communication goes 
through this person. 

Although there is no written data from the Ego, documents from the speech community where she 
grew up – and to which she maintained ties over her lifetime – are analyzed. Ree01 writes twenty letters 
over thirty-one years and self-describes as the Ego’s “foster mother”. From this, we learn this is not a 
biological family member, but someone who may have come into the Ego’s life after her linguistic 
repertoires were firmly established. However, given the length of contact their connection is a relatively 
strong tie, meaning linguistic similarities in their speech patterns or styles are likely evident. The Ego 
continued regularly using German throughout her life and the correspondence was not one sided, 
indicating she could and did write in German.  

Furthermore, seven different origin locations are specified, with ree01 and ree03 writing from three 
locations each. From ree01’s letters, we know she writes from three locations, with two explained in the 
contents as family visits in neighboring towns. For ree03, the metadata shows more about her life in 
general. In the first letters she was unmarried, suggesting changes in letter origin location indicate a 
change in where her family lived or where she worked. In her fourth letter, she had recently moved and 
includes her new address. Finally, letters written after 1889 are signed with her married last name, and 
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from a location which corresponds to letters written by her husband. These location changes give points 
of reference for potential dialectal features for analysis. 

When the letter contents are considered, the Ego and writer’s shared network jumps from three 
(author, recipient, and recipient’s husband) to 105 individuals, and nine neighboring farms. While there 
are some instances where individuals mentioned in the collection are likely unknown to the recipient 
(were born or moved to the origin location after the recipient emigrated, etc.), most indicate contacts are 
known to the recipient and vice versa. This shows the majority of these connections are not uni- or 
bidirectional, but rather overlap on multiple levels, spanning multiple countries and decades.  
 
4. Feature availability 
 

No language user has only one style available to them (Labov 1972: 112), and some have broader
linguistic repertoires available than others (Hernández-Campoy 2016: 82). When evaluating the broader
language community a speaker is part of or exists in, we must consider the “stylistic and social
differentiation, because all human communities are functionally differentiated and heterogeneous to
varying degrees” (Trudgill 1983: 37). A language user does not need to personally use a feature or live
in an area where a feature is prevalent, in order to have access to it or have it available in their
repertoires (Howell 1993). If a person spends time or has strong contact to someone who exhibits a
regional feature, they may have the feature available to them, which might otherwise be unexpected
based on personal origin alone. Evaluating these networks highlights these possibilities. To do so, I
survey a sample of the known feature pool to determine availability of forms and features visible in
written standard HG. This sets up future analysis of the contact of individual varieties and dialects, as
well as interaction between individuals, groups, and varieties. 

When working with immigrant languages in the Americas, we often refer to the different domains 
of language use heritage speakers employed over their lifetimes, as some speakers noted using different 
varieties in the home domain than in social domains (Bousquette 2020, among others). When considering 
what features an individual speaker may have had available to them, we need to not only consider 
domains (German in the home and written correspondence; contact to English in the English-dominant 
society), but also inter- and intraspeaker variation. For the Ego’s assumed bidialectal2 correspondence 
partners in Europe, recreating their social networks allows us to begin to trace some of these inter- and 
intraspeaker variations.   

The authors in this collection write in standard-like HG, which by itself is not at all a remarkable 
feat. Standard HG for written communication was the norm at the time. However, the writers likely spoke 
a regional variety or dialect of German as their major mode of communication. As each of the writers are 
women from a rural, agricultural community, they were unlikely to have written regularly as part of their 
occupation, so these writers might be described as untrained (if not unpracticed), meaning they may have 
had less contact to or practice with Standard HG orthographic norms.  

Because of this, linguistic analysis of their HG writings can inform heavily on their sociolinguistic 
backgrounds. For this collection, I identified four categories of non-standard or vernacular features: ‘oral 
features’ in 4.1., ‘Northern German’ 4.2., ‘Low German (LG), general’ in 4.3., and ‘Eastphalian LG, 
specific’ in 4.4. Presented from least to most specific, or from widest regionally to most targeted, each 
category is exhibited by all authors, albeit to varying degrees. The purpose of identifying these features 
is – at present – to simply show these forms were produced, often by more than one author, and therefore 
are springboards for deeper, targeted future analysis.  
 
4.1. Features of orality  

‘Oral features’ are features that appear in non-standard orthography, but which exhibit possible 
spoken or oral pronunciations (Koch & Oesterreicher 1985). All three authors show orthographic 

2 Langer (2011, 2012) has shown multilingualism was the norm in 19th century northern Germany, with Low German 
the day-to-day language and High German the formal, distanced language, with “everything done on paper, was done 
in Standard German”.  
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variations which indicate a lengthening of short front high vowel /ɪ/ (expected orthographically as <i>) 
in closed syllables, which are expected to be short in HG (Schirmunski 1962: 181), represented in their 
texts as <ie> which indicates a /i:/ pronunciation as shown in (1)3. 
 

(1) ree06 Die schliemst Zeit haben sie jetzt bald hinter sich 
‘they’ll have the worst behind them soon’ 

Ree01 shows some awareness of this non-standard orthography as she self-corrects (2). 
 

(2) ree01 Soeben war ich in Begrief an dir zu schreiben 
‘I was just about to write to you’ 

Other oral features exhibited in these letters are the deletion of final <-t> when preceding a dental 
plosive (konntest du as konntes_ du ‘could you’, and intervocalic lenition of approximant /ʒ/ to /ʃ/ 
(Schirmunski 1962: 301-302) indicated by orthographic representations of Blamage as Blamasche 
‘disgrace’. 
 
4.2. Northern German features  

Northern German features are those indicating specifically Northern German traits and would be 
expected of a speaker of any of several different regional varieties or dialects. These are grammatical 
features as well as lexical items and orthographic variations.  

All three authors use the emphatic adverb man ‘just, only’ rather than the HG bloß, which stems 
from Middle Low German and is unknown in High and Upper German (Adelung et al. 1811, vol. 3: 41-
42). Lexical items used by ree01 indicative of a Northern German origin include, Sonnabend ‘Saturday’, 
Böttcher ‘cooper’, and Stellmacher ‘cartwright’ (König, Elspaß & Müller, 2019: 186, 193-194). Ree03 
uses Himten, which is a particular container used for grain until the 19th century and is noted to be an 
especially common measurement for grain in Lower Saxony (Adelung et al. 1811: 1179-1180). Inter- 
and intrawriter variations not discussed further here, are also present in grammatical features such as 
comparative wie ‘than/as’ and als ‘than’ and in diminutive endings.   

 Finally, orthographic variations representative of oral features common in Northern Germany 
include the phonological absence of word final /t/ or -t deletion especially following fricatives or 
consonant clusters (Langer 2012), shown in (3). 
 

(3) ree06 ich mag da nich_ sein 
 ‘I do not like to be there’ 
ree03 und überhaup_ wär es so 
 ‘and even if it were so’ 

Ree03 again shows awareness of orthographic norms or tries to meet believed norms as she 
hypercorrects (4) and adds a final <-t> where it would otherwise be unexpected (Langer 2012). 

 
(4) ree03 und alle anderen die hier nocht sind  

‘and all the others who are still here’ 

4.3. General Low German features 

‘LG, general’ are features identified as possible or probable influence form LG, but which exist in 
several LG varieties and therefore cannot be specifically tied to the LG region where these writers 
originate. Like the Northern German features, this category also includes lexical items (5) and 

3 Italics are used to highlight the indicated orthographic reference in examples, where the absence of an expected
form is indicate, and underscore is used.
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grammatical features (6), but also a possible direct translation due to imposition (7), and an explicit
mention of LG (8). 
 

(5) ree01 und mußte Ihr Kind den Buttel geben 
‘and had to give her child the bottle’ 

 
Where ree01 uses Buttel for the LG Buddel (HG: Flasche ‘bottle’), exhibiting explicit LG lexical 

use, most potential LG influence can be seen in grammatical features, such as variation regarding the 
adverbial use of LG as ‘when’ where HG als is expected. This coupled with conjunctival hypercorrection 
of HG wie ‘when/as’ when als is expected, could point to influence from LG. A more direct indicator of 
influence from LG is the plural -s. Two of the three writers use the -s plural in words for which the plural 
is not built with a final -s in HG. These plural forms are shown in (6), along with their expected HG and 
LG forms (Sührig 2002; Kahl & Thies 2016). 
 

(6) ree01, ree03 Token HG LG Translation 
Jungens Jungen Jungs / Jungens ‘boys’ 
Mädchens Mädchen M(e)äkens ‘girls’ 
Wagens - / Wägen Wogens / Wagens ‘train cars’ 
Augens Augen Eogen / Ogen ‘eyes’ 

 
In three of the four forms, the corresponding LG form is built by adding an -s plural. The plural -s is 

commonly found in all LG varieties, especially with diminutives, kinship terms, and for masculine and 
neuter nouns which end in -er, -el, -en, or -em (Russ 1989: 77; Sührig 2002: 62). While the final form 
Augen ‘eyes’ is generally not built by adding the -s plural, the writer may have done so on analogy to the 
other forms or as a double plurality marker, which is typically used with forms ending in -en (Russ 1989: 
77). 

In (7) the writer uses what appears to be a direct translation from the LG dootblieven ‘to die’. While 
there are many ways to say ‘to die’ in both German and LG, this particular variant is unknown as a 
Standard German construction, although found in LG and Dutch (doodblijven).  

 
(7) ree06 […] daß unsre Ziege den Sonntag nach Ostern auch Tod geblieben ist. 

‘that our goat died the Sunday after Easter’ 
 

A final example of LG influence is a direct mention to LG in the text itself, with ree03, indicating 
she is quoting a LG adage (8).  
 

(8) ree03 es giebt ein Sprüchwort daß heißt „: 
auf Plattdeutsch     ein mal fieikts4 
und andermal nichts5 
‘there is a saying that is „: 
in Low German     one time plenty 
and another time nothing 

Although not obviously written in LG (questionable is the word fieikt), it is unclear whether the 
writer intends to give the meaning of the adage in HG, if she has translated it, or if she has rendered LG 
in her HG orthography. Regardless of intent, notable here is that ree03 mentions the LG adage, implying 
that both she and the recipient were familiar with it and LG in general.  

Ree03 regularly introduces variable spelling, especially for vowels, which are neither indicative of 
pronunciation nor spelling norms of the time. For example, she regularly uses <i> following <e> (where 

4 LG fix  ‘hearty, a lot, fast’; Kahl & Thies 2016: 79. 
5 LG nix ‘nothing’
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/ɛ/ indicated the expected pronunciation) representing jetzt ‘now’ as “jeitzt/jeitz” and bisjetzt ‘until now’ 
as “bisjeitzt”. If we accept ree03’s vowel representations as variable and consider the unknown LG word 
as intended to rhyme with HG nichts ‘nothing’ or LG nix, as both HG <-chts> and LG <-x> are 
pronounced as /ks/. it is likely then, that this does not represent a particular pronunciation, but rather is 
her representation of a LG adage written in her HG orthography. 

4.4. Eastphalian Low German features 

‘Eastphalian LG, specific’ is the category which shows features specifically from the Eastphalian 
LG region where the writers (and Ego) originate. Each of the three authors exhibit some forms, which 
are consistent with Eastphalian LG.   

In the region near Bleckede, nearest where these authors lived, voiceless plosives are partially or 
completely lenited in all positions except initially and following short vowels (Schirmunksi 1962: 331). 
Sührig notes specifically dental plosives /d, t/, fricatives /v, x, ç/, and the consonant cluster /ks/ are 
reduced or eliminated in most cases in all word forms (Sührig 2002: 60). This could explain why ree01 
and ree06 lenite /t/ to /d/ as in (9). 
 

(9) ree01 und holte sich Brod 
‘and got herself bread’ 

ree06 wir haben unsere Brod und auch unsere Noth 
‘we have our bread and also our misery’ 

 
In (9) ree06 shows variable usage of both <d> and <th> to indicate pronunciations expected as /t/ in 

HG. Ree01 again shows her awareness of variation in orthographic forms as she hypercorrects and 
doubles the final consonant, adding an additional <-t> in (10).  
 

(10) ree01 Ihr habt doch auch Brodt dafür 
‘you also have bread for that’ 

 
Ree06 exhibits two features most directly indicative of the Eastphalian dialect region. The first is the 

lowering of high front unround vowel /ɪ/ to the mid front unround vowel /ɛ/ as seen in (11) (Schirmunski 
1962: 253, 448). Sührig (2002: 94) inexplicitly indicates this throughout, including eck for LG ik (HG 
ich ‘I’), meck/deck for LG mik/dik (HG mich/dich ‘me’/ ‘you, accusative and/or dative singular’).   
 

(11) ree06 da ist ihm ein beschen eis angekommen 
Lit.: ‘then he got a bit of ice on him’; interpreted as: ‘then he got a chill’ 
[…] daß du dein Bild scheken wilst  
‘that you want to send your picture’ 

 
A final example, a lexical item (12) also comes from ree06. While she uses the expected form Ostern 

‘Easter’ twice, she also uses the Eastphalian term Osten in the same letter. While this form appears to be 
a misspelling, according to dialect maps (König, Elspaß & Müller 2019: 188-189) this writer inhabits a 
small region where this is the common form.  
 

(12) ree06 […] daß August auh drei Wohen nach Osten Hohzeit hat 
‘that August is also getting married three weeks after Easter’ 

 
While a superficial look at this example or considering it separately from the others, might indicate 

a misspelling of the standard HG form rather than Eastphalian specific features, taken in context with the 
other exhibited features, these probative examples strengthen the argument that these are Eastphalian 
features, as the authors lived most of their lives in the Eastphalian dialect region.  
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5. Conclusions 
 

This article depicts the early stages of showing how individual Wisconsin Heritage German speakers 
exhibit feature combinations unimaginable in German-speaking Europe. In one letter collection from 
rural, south central Wisconsin, I established decades long communication between the collection Ego and 
correspondence partners in her pre-immigration origin location. Although the Ego immigrated and started 
a new life in Wisconsin, she did not cut ties to German-speaking Europe and maintained her language 
use in an area which was predominantly English speaking, from her twenties into (at least) her fifties.  

Through the Ego’s social networks, I showed she not only maintained connections but was in 
communication with many more people than there were writers in the collection. Initial analysis of the 
letters of three authors from Lower Saxony, give indications as to the Ego’s linguistic capabilities, that 
she could write standard HG and read the German script known as Kurrent. Features in the letters shed 
light on the linguistic characteristics of the letter writers. From their location, specific features that stand 
out in their otherwise standard HG writings are identifiable. Some are expected more broadly in the 
homeland, whereas others specifically indicate a particular dialect region. Understanding which features 
or types of features show explicit regionality may assist more targeted locating of unknown regionality 
in future research, taking us one step closer to identifying features expected in the speech of our Ego and 
which might have passed to following generations of German speakers in Wisconsin. By tracking features 
from their origins and through initial immigrants, we can follow the next developments in how the feature 
pool in today’s Wisconsin Heritage German speakers came to exist where unrecognizable when 
compared with origin regions in German-speaking Europe alone. This analysis indicates a new stage of 
early input to the koinéization of modern Wisconsin Heritage German varieties. Future analysis of 
documents written by the Ego’s family and friends in Wisconsin explores how these features became part 
of the Wisconsin German landscape today.  
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